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centering is provided and yet n o  positive cc~ l l c~ ing  force 
3,304,799 such as a detent is required. 
PROPORTIONAL CONTROLLER An additional object of this invention is to provide a 
Earl 0. Memefee, Mountain v i e w ,  Calif-, assignor the controller of the type in which the opeiator's forearm 1s United States sf America as represented b y  the Ad- 
trat(PIP of and Space Ad- 6 strapped down and the control niotion is delivered en- 
ministration tirely by the operator's hand wherein the arrangei~ient of 
Filed Peb, 5, 1955, Ser. No .  430,776 the various pivot axes is improved to provide a handle 
20 Claims. (61. 74-519) motion which is more perfectly compatible with the opera- 
tor's hand motion. More specifically an object of the in- 
The invention described herein may be manufactured vention is to provide an arrangement wherein the roll 
and used by or for the Government of the United States axis is the primary axis; that is, the axis which is attached 
of America for governmental purposes without the pay- to the stationary frame. 
nlent of any royalties thereon or  therefor. Another object of the invention is :o providc a con- 
This invention relates to the field of remote controls, troller of the type in which the handlc has a non- 
and more particularly to a controller for  ont trolling mo- 15 controlling pivotal connection to the controliing pivotal 
tion about three axes. portions of the device. Such additional plvot movernent 
The controller according to the invention is designed of the handle is provided solely for the purpose of  con- 
primarily for use as a side arm controller in air or space forming the handle motion to that of the operator's hand. 
craft. Three-degree side arm controllers have already In conventional arrangements of this type the h2ndlc is 
been proposed in connection with space craft, and a sub- 20 spring centered about the non-controIllng prvot axis. Et 
stantial amount of development has already been accom- has been found according to the invention that if such a 
plishcd. However, prior designs have not been com- handle is joggled inadvertently, a cyclic motion can be im- 
pletely successful in all aspects. posed about one of the operating pivot axes. Accord- 
For  example, contro1:ers existing prior to this invention ingly, a further object of the invention is to provid- a con- 
have involved a substantial amount of friction in translat- 25 troller of the type described wherein the susceplib:iity to  
ing the operators motion of the handle of the controller undesired cyclic motion is climlnatsd. 
into an electrical impulse which will cause the desired A further object of the invention is to provtde a n ~ ~ l t i -  
ultimate control action. For example, it is conventional ple axis controller having improved means for IocLing 
to employ ordinary bearings for  pivotally supporting the out the control action about one of the axes. 
handle of the controller for movement about its various 30 An additional object of the inventron is to provide a 
control axes and to transmit such movement through gears controller having the in~proven~ents hereinbefore de- 
and adjustable potentiometers lo generate the desired scribed and pct being relatively s i m ~ l e  and inexpensive 
electrical signal. The friction which is inherent in the to manufacture, light in weight, ar,d sm31I In overall 
described type of conventional system results in an in- dimensions. 
herently stiff controller which does not have the desired 35 By way of brief description a coi~troller according to 
degree of delicate response. The relatively large amount the invention con~prises a support frame and a handle. 
of friction in existing controllers also results in an  un- The handle is connected to the suppcit frame by neafis 
desirab!e high breakout force. In other words it is de- of three flexural pivot members. Each of  the flexurzl 
siiable for a coctioller to have a hands-off centered posi- pivot members comprises two attachment section? and a 
tion for the handle. Springs are required t o  move the 40 flexural member interconnecting the attachment sections. 
handle to its centered position, and if such springs must One of the pivot melnbers is connected to the support 
be sufticiently strong to overcome substantial friction in frame and the center line of its flexural member provides 
the system they will Iilcewise p ~ s e n t  a strong force which the roll axis. Another of the pivot mcinbers is coi~necled 
must be overcome in r n o v i ~ g  handle away from its cen- to the first pivot member and its fiemral member pro- 
tered ~osi t ien .  The force required to move the handle 45 vides the yaw axis. A third one of the pivot members is 
away from its centered position is called the breakout connected to the second pivot nlember a ~ d  its fiesural 
forcc. member provides the pitch zxis. The handle is con- 
One of the objects of the present invention is t o  provide nected to the third pivot member by m-ans of a fourtb 
a r  improved controllcr having substantially reduced pivot axis which is parallel to the pitch axiq. It is the 
friction. 50 fourth axis which is the non-controlling axis included 
A related object of the invention is to provide an im- solely for the purpose of more peifectly matching the 
proved ccntro!ler in which the need for gearing and poten- movement of an operator's hand when his forearm is heid 
tioineters is eliminated. More specifically an object of immobile. A strain gage or  eqnivale~it electrical device 
the invention is to provide an arrangement wherein a con- for detecting bending is attached to each cf the flexural 
ventional bearing, gearing, and potentiometer system can 55 members to provide the desired ~ i e c l r i c ~ ~ l  signal. The 
be lepiaced by one using flexural pivots and strain gages. signals from the strain gages are clelivercd is convcn- 
One conventional prior arrangement for centering the tional circuitry which does not form part of the piesent 
tand!e on the controller involves a pair of identical coiled invention, and which translates the signals into the desired 
leaf springs operating in opposite directions. Controllers 60 movement of control n~echanisms such as ail-runs and 
which arc ccntercd in this manner have been found to  rudders or jet motors. The electrical signals froAil the 
have an inexact centering characteristic. In other words, strain gages, and the resulting coritrcl movements are of 
springs arranged in this manner exhibit a hysteresis con- course proportional to the amount of movelnent of the 
dition whereby they do  not always return the handle to handle. 
the exact centered position. As a result it is necessary to 65 Additional objects and features of advantage will be 
provide the associated electrical circuitry with a dead- come apparent from the following detarled description 
band correction so that the controller will not generate an  wherein reference is made to the accompanying drawings 
unintended signal when it does not maintain the exact in which: 
centered position. FIGURE 1 is a schematic perspective view providing 
Accordingly it is a further object of the present inven- an  overall concept of the arrangement and operation of 
tion to provide a controller in which substantially exact the entire controller, and showing thc handle motion to  
3,304,799 
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obtain pitch control. For example, the handle is shown connecting flexure webs 10. The flexure webs 18 are ar- 
pushed downwardly from its centered position; ranged at right angles to each other in each pivot rneirher 
FIGURE 2 is a schematic perspective view similar to and the midpoints of the two flexure webs for ench pivot 
FIG. 1 but showing the handle motion to obtain yaw con- member cooperate to form the pivot axis for their respec- 
trol. By way of example the handle is shown pushed to 5 tive pivot member. For example, the Rcxaral webs PO 
the right from its centered position; of pivot member 6 cooperate to forni the pivot axis 1. 
FIGURE 3 is a schematic perspective view similar to The flexural member 6' is attached to a nlouniing frame 
FIG. 1 but showing the handle motion to obtain roll con- 14', and the pivot members 7' and 8' are supported from 
trol. By way of example, the handle is shown rotated the pivot member 6'. Flexural pivots per se are not 
clockwise as viewecl from the right end of the arrange- 10 claimed as new in this application. 
ment shown in FIG. 3; In order to use flexural pivots to form not only the pivot 
FIGURE 4 is a vertical sectional view through the axes but also to provide in simple manner a means for 
longitudinal axis of the controller frame and showing transmitting motion about such axes, the flexural webs 10 
most of the internal parts in elevation; are provided with mernbcrs which are responsive to bend- 
FIGURE 5 is a bottom view of the internal parts of the 15 ing. For example, one of the flexural webs 18 in each 
controller taken on line 5-5 of FIG. 4; of the pivot members is equipped with conventional strain 
FIGURE 6 is an enlarged cross sectional view of the gage strips 12. As will be hereinafter describcd in more 
handle taken on line 6-6 of FIG. 4; detail in connection with FIGS. 8 and 9, the strips 12 are 
FIGURE 7 is an enlarged cross sectional view through en~ployed on only one of the flexural webs for each pivot 
the pitch axis taken on line 7-7 of FIG. 4, and showing 20 member but a plurality of strain gages is employed in con- 
the flexural pivot member in elevation; nection with each of the selected flexural webs. As will 
FIGURE 6 is 3 cross sectional view of the flexural be understood by those skilled in the zrt the strain gages 
pivot member of FIG. 7; can be wired into conventional electrical systems which 
FIGURE 9 is an ecd view of the flexural pivot member will generate electrical output for control purposes which 
of FIG. 8; 25 is precisely proportional to the amount of bending of the 
FIGURE 10 is a cross sectional view on enlarged scale strain gages. 
through the yaw axis take11 on line PO-L'O of FIG. 4, and As will now be apparent from the preceding descripiion, 
showing the fiexur,ll pivct member of the yaw axis in ele- the movement of handle 5 about axis 3 as depicted in 
vation; FIG. 1 will bend the flexural members 710 of pivot mem- 
FIGURE ? I  is a cross sectional view on enlarged scale 30 ber 8' and therefore will bend the strain gages 12 to actu- 
taken on Ilne 11-11 of FIG. 4 and showing a view ate the movement of some remote member such as the 
il~rotngh cne of the two Rexural pivot members which form pitch control of a space craft. As depicted in FIG. 2 
the roll axis; movement of the handle about the pivot axis 2 will bend 
FIGURE 12 is an enlarged view taken on the line the strain gages 12 on pivot member 7' to cause actuation 
12-12 of FIG. 4; 35 of a remote member such as the yaw control of a space 
FIGURE 13 is an enlarged sectional view taken on the craft. As depicted in FIG. 3, movement of the handle 
line 13-13 of FIG. 4 a:~d showing the centering and about the pivot axis 1 will cause bending of the strain gages 
damping Inears for the pitch axis; 12 on pivot member 6' to cause actuation of a remote 
FIGURF 34 is an enlarged sectional view taken on the member such as the roll control of a space craft. Al- 
line 14-14 of FIC;. 5 and showing the centering and 40 though operation of the apparatus has been described with 
damping means for the roll axis; reference to separate movement about the three axes 1-3, 
FIGURE 15 is a cross sectional view similar to FIG- it will be obvious to those skilled in the art that the handle 
URE 13 but showing a n~odified arrangement for damping Can be moved in any direction to combine moverrent 
the motio.1 ztbout the various axes. In the modification about any two or more of the axes 1-3. 
of FIGURE 15 there is zero breakout force, but the cen- 4; An actual structural embodiment of the invention will 
t e r i ~ ~ g  actton is not as positive as in the embodiment of now be described with reference to FIGS. 4-17. The 
FIG. 13. actual apparatus comprises a support frame 14 in shape of 
FIGURE 15 is a cross sectional view taken on the line a rectangular channel. Frame 14 is made in two -pieces, 
16-16 of FIG. 17 and showing means for locking out a U-shaped piece forming a bottom wail 18 and two side 
con~rol xboiit the yaw axis; 50 walls 19 and 20, and a flat piece forming a top wall 21. 
FIGURE 17 1s a cross view on enlarged scale The upper ends of the side walls 19 and 20 are bent over 
showing ihc lock oiit mccl~anlsn~ and talicn on line 17-17 to form flanges 22 and 23 on which the top 21 is mounted 
of FIG. 4; and by means of connectors 24. It has been found convenient 
FIGURE 18 is a pcrspectir/e view of the controller, to house Part of the conventional electrical components 
showing each axis and the four pivot members. 55 boxes 25, 26 and 27, and attach these boxes to the nndcr- 
Detailed reference will now be made to the drawings side of the top of the support frame by screws 28. Each 
starling wif"iFIGS. 1-3. As depicted schematically in of the con1ponent's boxes individually serves one of the 
FICS. 1-3 of the ifra~z,lngs, the controller conlprises a pivot members and is provided with a pair of cable sockets 
rnccilanisn providing four pivot axes nu~nbered 1-4. A 29 at its right end to accommodate electrical coi~nections 
handle 5 is supported for pivotal n~ovelllent about said 60 and from the strain Sages on its respective pivot 
axes. In one specific use for which the apparatus is in- member. 
tended. axis B is the roll axis, axis 2 is the yaw axis, and In the actual device the roll pivot member 6' is in t h e  
axls 3 is :he pitch axis. The only purpose of axis 4 is to pivot members BA and The yaw pivot 
acco~i~modate he compJex motion of an operator's hand n~cmber '7' is in the form of a pivot mcmber 7, and the 
when he trles to move handle 5 about axis 3 with the i n -  65 pitch pivot member 8' is in the form of a pivot member 8. 
ped,ment of having his forearin held in a fixed positioll The pivot members QA, 6B, 7 and 8 are all identical struc- 
above and parallel to axis 1. tnres. The details of a preferred pivot member structure 
The roll, yaw and pltch axes are formed by pivot mem- are shown in FIGS. 8 and 9 in which it will be seen that 
bers 6', 4' and 8', respeclive!y. The reason for using each of the pivot members comprises three cylindrical 
prlmed reference numbers is that the preferred actual 70 attachment sections, a center section 32 and end sectio~ls 
pivot members are somewhat more sophisticated and will 33 and 34. A semi-cylindrical inner section 35 is brazed 
bc de~ignated 6, 7 and 8 later in the description in order to the middle section 32 and a semi-cylindrical inner set- 
to maintain easy conznarisoil with the sirnpiified schematic tion 36 is brazed to the end sections 33 and 34. The inner 
rep~eserliatiot~ ia IICS.  1-3. Each of the pivot members section 35 has a reduced diameter adj;lcenl its opoosiie 
comprises two attachment sectlons 9 and a pair of inter- 75 ends so that it is spaced from the end sections 33 and 34. 
3,3( 
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Similarly the inner section 36 has a smaller diameter 
periphery on its middle portion so that it is spaced froin 
the center section 52. Thus the center cylinder 32 and the 
inner section 35 are free to rotate as a unit relative to the 
end cyiinders 33 and 34. Similarly cylinders 33 and 34 
are jolncd with the inner section 36 to form a unit which is 
free to rotate relative lo the center cyl~nder 32 and tIie 
inner section 35. Three flcxure wcbs 10 are empioyed 
with the two end webs being aligned and the center web 
being arranged at  right angles thereto. In each case oqe 
end of the web is attached to the inncr meilbsr 26 and the 
other end of the web is attached to the inner member 35. 
Two strain gages 12 are preferably mounted on each 
side of one of the end Rexure members and aie spaced 
apart to provide individual flexure responsive elemeais. 
One posslble arrangement for the strain gages, a iVheal- 
stone bridge c~rcuit, is shown in which the adjacent ends 
of the stram gages on the same side of web I0 arc con- 
nected by leads 37, and the adjacent ends of the strain 
gages on opposite sides of the web are interconnected Ey 
leads 38. The other end of each of the strain gages is con- 
llected to a lead 39 which goes to the amplifier for the par- 
ticular flexural pivot member. The sanie localion and 
wiring O F  strain gages as is shown in FIGS. S and 9 is em- 
ployed on each of the pivot members $A, 7 and $. 
The mounting 2rrangement for the pivot mcrnbcrs LA 
and 6B will now be described. An elongated U-shaped 
post arra~?getr,ent is suspended from the top wall 21 by 
>crews 42. The U-shaped member cornpriies two eqd 
post members 43 interconnected by a center strip 44. 
4 s  is shown best in FIGS. 4, 5, 11, 16 and 17, each of the 
posts 43 is bored to recelve the center cylii~der 32 of one 
of the pivot members BA and 6B. The center sections 
32 are held rigidly secured in the post? 43 by means of at  
least one set screw 45. R roll moui;tri?g block 46 is car- 
ried by the end cyliitde~s 33 and 34 on the t ~ ~ o  pivol rn-m- 
bers 6.4 and 63.  ]Idore spccificaPly the rrounting blocii 
46 IS provided with two leccsses 49 which receive the posts 
43. The webs 48-59 of block 45  adjacent the recesses 47 
are bored Io recelve the cnd cylinders 33 and 34 on the 
pivot members 6A and 6R as shown best in FIGS. 5 and 
67. The end cy!inders 33  and 34 of the pivot ~nembeis  
6A and 6B are held rigidly in piace in the mountifig bloc.: 
46 by means of 21 least one sel scrcw 40 for each of the 
end cylinecrs, as seen in FIG. 5. I1 will  no;.^ be apparent 
to those skilled in the art tha: the pivot members 6A and 
6B provide the roil axis B as indicated schernati~:~lly in 
FHGS. 1-3. Each of the pivot members 6A and 63 h ~ s  
its center cylinder 32 rigidly secured to the frame 14 an.d 
its end cylinders 33  arid 34 rigidly secured to and support- 
ing the roll rnountin,o blocl; 46. Mounting block 46 is 
made hollow at the portion 52 between the wcbs 49 a i ~ d  
50 to reduce the weight and to provide access to the pivot 
member &B. 
The concectisn b e t v ~ x n  the yaw pivot member 7 and 
the roll mountin2 block 46 will now be described. As 
shown best in FHGS. 4, 5, 15, 15 and 17, the mounting 
b!oc!; 46 has a c~ntilever portion 55 projecting to the left 
of vlcb 48. The cantiicver portion 55 is bored at  its left 
end lo reccive the yaw pivot member 7. As shown best 
ir, FIG. 10, the center cylinder 32 of the pivot member 
7 is firmly secured in the cantilever portion 55  by means 
of a set screw 56. A rooghly U-shaped pivot arm mzm- 
ber 57 has legs 58 and 59 which are b a e d  to receive 
the pivot nlemher 7. More specifically. the outcr cyiind-,r 
33 of pivot member 7 is reccivcd in the arst 58 and tlie 
outer cylinder 54 is receivsd irn the arm 59. The pivot 
nlentber 7 is heM firmly attached to the pivot mcmber 
57 by means of set screws 60, as show11 best in FIG. 10. 
Thus, it will now be ucderstoocl that the center section 
cef pivot member 7 is secured to the roll moun:ing block 
46 and the end sections of pivot member 7 are secured to 
the yaw pivot arm men-nber 57. Thus, the pivot member 7 
provides the yaw axis 2 as indicated schematically in 
FHGS. 1-3. 
b 
The connections between the pitch pivot membcr 8 
and the yaw pivot arm 54 will now be descrrbed. The 
left end or  bight portion oS the U-shaped pivot arm 57 
is bored to receive the pitch pivot 8. More specifically, 
5 the center cylinder 32 of pivot rnember 8 is received in 
the bored left end of the pivot arm 57 where it is held 
firmly in place by a set screw 63 as shown best in FIG. 7. 
A plrch pivot arm structurc 64 is madc in two pieces 65 
and 66. Each of the pieces 65 and 66 is boied to recelvc 
10 the pivot member 8. More specifically, tl-ic end cylinder5 
33 and 34 of pivot member 8 are rece~ved in the two s ~ d e  
pieces 66 and 45, respectively. Pivot member 8 is held 
firmly attached to the pivot arm structure 64 by means oi" 
set screws 67 as shown best in FIG. 7. I t  will now be 
15 applrent that the pivot member 8 provides the pitch axis 
3 as indicated schematicaPly in F1GS. 1-3 
The left end of the pivot arm str~icture 64 ca~r ies  tlie 
handlc 5 by means of a pivot shaft 68 which is rigidly 
attachrcl to the handle 5 for movenzent therewith. Shaft 
20 68 is journalled in bearings 69 in the pivot arm sections 
65 and 66. The left end of the shaft 68 as vicwed in 
FIG. 6 ,  is engaged by a snap ring 70 and the right cnd 
of the sliaft is e n g a ~ e d  by a clutch n~echanlsm. M o ~ e  
specifically, the clutch mechanism comprises a metal 
25 washer 71, a l o c k i ~ g  nut 72 and a Pe3111cr cEi~tch ring 73. 
The l ea thx  clutch rlng arrangement provides a desirabl- 
touch or fee! to the controller operation and at the sam? 
t i n ~ c  d'lnlps out unwanted motioil of the handle about !he 
~ i v o t  shaft 68 which n-night occur when the controller is 
30 joggled. 
T.ic controller is specifically designed for use in situa- 
tions where it will be subjected to substantial accelera- 
tion forces from all directions. If the conlroiler viicre 
not balanced about each of its pivot axes 1-4, accel-m- 
35 tion forces would have the effcct of impartinil; unintended 
control movement about the varicus control axes. Tile 
ccunter-balancing structure for each of the axcs will now 
be described Handle 5 is counterbalanced about the 
pivotshaft  68 by means of a ccuntcrweight structure 76 
40 bcld in plac-, by a bolt 77. The pitch pivot arm assem- 
bly 64 is counterbalanced about the axis of pivot member 
8 by means of counteraeights 78 and 79. The y;.w 
pivot arm structure 57 2nd attached st-ucturcs are cor~ntef- 
balanced about the axis of pivot inember 7 by means of 
45 a counteri7<eight 80. The roll mor~,~tia\g block 46 to- 
gcthei with the elements attached thereto is bn1rnce:l 
about the axes of pivot members bf i  and 6B by means of 
a counterweig\t 81. 
In order that the controller will have an antomalical'y 
50 centered hand;-off pcsilion, and irr order tl-at mot 3-1 
dbout the cez~tered pcsilion !v:I1 be damnsr" rcri!+i ir~g a~cq 
damping meaos are provided about each of the pwct 
axes I, 2 and 3. As shown in FIGS 4, 5 ai?d 13, novc-  
menl of the handle 5 about the pivot axes formed by tile 
55 pivot member 8 is controlled by a c e r z t e r i ~ ~  c?air,per 3:-r c- 
h r e  84. The centerin2 damper S4 is al:ached to the 
lower leg 59 of the pivot arm strurture 57 by nean.; of 
screws 85 so that the struclure 04 v111l inove z i  a unit wlfh 
its pivot member 8 about the pivot axcs fornr~d. bv tho 
60 pivol member 7 .  The pitch pivot arm st~ucture 64 i~ 
connected to a damper operating rod 86 h.1 means of n 
connecting link 87. The JinEi 57 is plvo+allp con11cct~tE 
to the pitch pivot arnt structure 64 and is thbts ac!ii?+d 
by rno\.cment of handle 5 about the pivot member 8. The 
G5 lelt end of link 87 is held by a pivot bolt 88 sccrrrcd h ~ i  
a p3ir of brackets 89 to the pivot arinq 65 and 66 by 
rn3ans of screws 90. The right end of lrnh 3'9 is 301,e- 
shaned and is pivotally connected to the rod 86 by a 
bolt 91. 
70 The damper portion of the centering d ~ m p c r  structure 
8% cox~lpriscs a cylinder 94 having a partition 95 1here.n 
to fcrm a pair of damper chambers 96 aad 99. TJle 
paltition wall 95 is provided with a restricted passage 98 
to accommodate flow between the chambers 96 aitd 47. 
7.j FLIP and blecd passages 99 are provided on oppos~te siaes 
3,304,799 
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of cylinder 94 and are closed by r~lbber sealing di~lis 100. pitch axis formed by the pivot nlenaber 8, the control rod 
The sealin2 disks 190 are penetratable by hypodermic 86 will be moved to the left as viewed in FIG. 13. When 
iiredles in nrc"er to inject the damping liquid into cham- the control rod $6 is thus moved to the left, the abutment 
hers 95 apd 97 and the small hole made by the needle surface 120 will force the abutment sleeve 118 to the left 
is automalicaily closed when the needle is removed so 5 thereby compressing spring 116. Therefore, when handle 
illat the liquid will 11ot out of the chambers 96 and 5 is rcleased from its upward position, the spring 1116 will 
$7. The liquid is inljected through the lower disk 100 force the right sleeve 1118 and with it the backing piston 
2ild air is removed through the upper disk 1498. The 188 to the right until the sleeve 118 abuts the wall 119. 
r1,-ht cnd of chamber 97 is closed by a flexible diaphragm When the sleeve 118 does engage the wall 119 the motion 
101 attached to a short backing piston 102 by means of will stop and the apparatus wiil be obviously returned to 
a screw 1103. A backing cylinder 1494 .iurrou~ds th.: its centered position. Similarly, when handle 5 is moved 
pisinn I82 and has a flanged inner end which is attached downward in FIG. 4 about the =is formed by pivot 
by SCKLVS XO5 to the cylinder 94, with the rim of the member 8 the control rod 86 will be moved to the right as 
diaphragm 101 clamped between the cylinders 94 and viewed in FIG. 13. When the control rod 86 is moved 
108. It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that 15 to the right, the abutment ring 122 will force the left 
as thc liquid is forcecl from chamber 96 into chamber 97 sPceve 1118 to the right thereby compressing ring 1116. 
the diap!il,iz::l 101 and with it the piston 102 will bc When tile handlc is released from its downward position, 
iorced to the right into cylinder 104. As the diaphragm the compressed spring 116 will force the left sleeve 118 
moves to the right it will peel away from the outer sur- and with it the abutment ring 122 and operating rod 86 
face of piston 182 and engage a greater length of the 20 to the left tint11 the sleeve 118 engages the collar 121. 
irne; surface of cylinder 104. The right end of cylinder When the left abutment sleeve 118 thus engages the collar 
109 i y  c!osc? by a disk 886. The lefl end of chamber 96 121, the nlovenlenl will cease and the apparatus is ob- 
i s  c:os:d by a diaphragm 107 which is attached lo a viously returned to its centered position. Obviously the 
bachiqg pistor1 PO8 by means of a sclew 1109. A mount- movement caused by spring $16 is damped in the same 
ing caslng B E D  is flanged at its right end and attached to 25 manner that movement caused by moving the handle i s  
tbc cylinder 94 by screws 111 with the diaphragm 107 damped. 
clampec! between the casing 110 and the cylinder 94. The As will be apparent to those skilled in the art, the spring 
r i~hh end portion 1112 of the casing 110 has a cylindrical arrangement shown and described in connection with 
sh?pc which provides a backing surface for the dia~hragm FIG. 13 provides a positive centering arrangement. In 
107. The d~ayhragm 107 operates in the same manner 30 other words, spring 116 is placed under initial compres- 
;IS cliaphragn~ 4@1, rolling back and fourth between the sion by screwing the collar 121 along the casing 110. 
backing rod I03 and the inner surface of cylinder 1112 in Thus there is a definite force tending to return the operat- 
rzsponse to axial movement of the operating rod 86. ing arm 86 to its centered position and to prevent it from 
The operating rod 86 is connected to the backing piston being displaced in either direction from that centered posi- 
NOS by means of a pin 1113. 35 tion. However, it should be understood that since there 
It will now be apparent to those skilled in the art, are very low friction forces involved, the prestressed force 
th2t as the handle 5 is moved downward abont the pitch of spring 116 can be relatively small and yet be sufficient 
axis formed by pivot member 8 as shown in FIG. 4 the to insure that the handie 5 is always returned to the same 
actuating rod 86 will move rearwardly to force diaphragm centered position about the pivot axis of pivot member 8. 
1@"3nto chamber 96. The liquid in chamber 96 will 40 FIG. 15 shows a modified centering damper structure 
thus be forced through the restricted passage 98 into 84' which can be substituted for the centering damper 
chamber 97 and the increase of liquid in chamber 97 structure 84. Some of the elements of structure 84' are 
will be accommodated by movement of diaphragm 101 the same as those of structure 84 and others are similar 
to the right. It is the restriction to flow of liquid through but modified slightly. Identical reference numerals will 
the p'assage 98 that provides the desired damping. %mi- 45 be used to identify parts which are exactly the same and 
larly, upward movement of handle 5 about the pitch axis p~imed reference numerals will be employed to identify 
formed by pivot member 8 will cause the operating rod parts which are similar. The structure 84' comprises a 
86 to move to the left and will cause liquid to flow from cylinder 94 having a partition 95 forming chambers 96 
chamber 97 into chamber 96 through the restricted Pas- and 97 separated by the restricted passage 98. The fill 
haze 98. 50 passages 99 are closed by sealing disks 100. The right 
In order to provide a hands-ofE position for the handle diaphragm 108 is attached to a backing cup 102' by 
5 about the pitch axis formed by pivot member 8, a means of a screw 103'. A backing cylinder 104' is 
centering spring 116 is employed. The left end of casing flanged at its left end and is attached to the casing 94 by 
110 is provided with a large internal recess 1117 in which rl~eans of screws 185 with diaphragm 101 clamped be- 
;he spring 1116 is received. The opposite ends of spring 55 tween the cylinder 104' and the casing 94. The left dia- 
116 engage a pair of abutment Sleeves 118 which are phragm 107 is lttached to a backing cup 108' by means 
~iid,n=ly received on the operating rod 86 in the recess of a screw 109'. A casing 110' is flanged at its right end 
117. bit will be seen that the sleeve 11% on the right is and attached to the casing 94 by means of screws 111, 
adapted to abut the right end wail El9 of recess with the diaphragm 107 clamped between the casing 1 1 O '  
11'7 and also the left end 120 of the baclcing piston $08. 60 and the cylinder 94. The portion of the apparatus shown 
Similarly, the sleeve 118 on the left is adapted to abut in FIG. 15 which Ras thus far been described is the fluid 
a closure collar 126 which is threaded on the outside of damping portion which operates exactly the same as the 
casing 110. The left abutment sleeve 1118 is also adapted fluid damping portion of the apparatus shown in FIG. 13. 
to engage an abutment ring 122 which is firmly attached The means for spring biasing the apparatus 84' toward 
to the rod 86 by pin 123. Collar $21 can be screwed 65 a ccnter position is sonlewhat different than the center- 
: 'ong the casing 118 to obtain the desired degree of ing means of the apparatus shown in FIG. 13. Pn appa- 
compressio~ of spring 116. When the desired position ratus 84' of FIG. 15 each of the diaphragms is urged to- 
is foi~nd, the collar can be locked in place by turning a ward the center of the apparatus by means of springs 127 
locking sle.eve 124 into engagement with the end of the and 128, respectively. The right end of spring 127 
collar 121. 70 engages the right end of cylinder 104' and the left end 
The centering apparatus which has just been described of spring 127 engages the cup 102'. A stabilizing rod 129 
is shown in its centered position in FIG. 13 and it will is positioned inside the spring 127 and is held in place by 
tend lo restore the p:trts to such centered position when- the screw 103'. Sirnilally, the left end of s p r i ~ ? ~  128 en- 
ever they are displaced therefrom. For example, if gages thc left end of casing 110' and :hc right end of 
handle 5 is moved upward as shown in FIG. 4 about the 75 spring 128 engages the cup 108'. In the embodhnent of 
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FIG. 15, the cylinder 104' on  the right end has exactly the roll axis. Ccniering damp-r strsicture 143 is mount- 
the samc shape and size as the casing 110' on the left end. ed on the roll mounting block 46, and a control rod I44  
Spring I28 is also provided with the stabilizing and oper- is pivotally attached to the frame side 20 by means of a 
ating rod 86' which is held in place by the screw 109'. pivot bolt 142 and a bracket 145. The details of the 
The ccntering mechanism of the centering damper struc- 5 centering damper structure 143 and its mounting arrange- 
ture 84' is shown in FIG. 15 with the operating rod 86' ments are shown best in FIGS. 4, 5, 11, 12 and 14. A 
a t  its left limit of travel corresponding to the limit of mounting bracket 146 is attached lo the right end of the 
upward movement of handle 5 as viewed in FIG. 4. mounting body 46 by mcans or' screws 147. A second 
When the handle is released from such an upward posi- mounting brac!tet 148 is attached to the top of the mount- 
tion, the tightly compressed spring 128 will force the op- ing body 46 by means of screws 149. The two mounting 
erating rod 86' and handle 5 toward a centered position brackets 146 and 148 are drilled on a common axis to 
in which the diaphragms I 0 1  and 107 are equally spaced receive a hearing bolt I%@ that passes through a bore 151 
from the partition 95 as is the case in FIG. 13. Similarly, in the cernterii~g damper 143 to pivotally suppolt the 
if handle 5 is moved downward as viewed in FIG. 4, the same on the mountmg block 44. 
pperating rod 86' will be forced to the right as viewed 15 The detailed constructiotl of the centering damper I 4 3  
In FIG. 15 and will cause the spring 127 to be tightly is showl~ in FIG. 14 wherein it wrll be seen that the 
compressed. centering mechmism is scbstnntially ident~crl  to that of 
The main difference between the embodiments of FIGS. the centering damper 84. In order to avoid repetition, 
13 and 15 is that the embodiment of FIG. 13 contains a the p a ~ t s  of the centerin: mechanic~n with arc identical 
much more positive centering action because as pre- 20 in TIGS. 14 and 13 w21 be given the same reference 
viously explained the spring 116 is prestressed to resist numerais, and r5fercnce is mede to the descrivtion of the 
movement of operating rod 86 in either direction by caw- centering operation given in connection with FIG. 13. 
ing the sleeves 118 to abut the wall PI9 and the collar The centering damper structure 143 has a main casing 
121. When the parts in FIG. 15 are in their centered 1153. A c3operating casii7,o 154 1s coni-eclcd to casing 153 
position, the springs 127 and 128 can be prestressed but 23 by screws 155 ar?d a dizphrrgrn 8 6  1s clzmped between 
the difference is that they are operating against each other. Ille casinz $53 and 154. Tire c a s i ~ ~ g r  a rd  dyaphl-agm form 
As a result, an appreciable distance of movement away 2. pair of cha:nbers B5hand  1158 intercannzcted by a 
from the centered position is required before an  appre- reslrictcd passlgeway system 159. As shown in [he draw- 
ciabie composite spring restoring force is developed. In ifi&s diaphragm I56 is a one piece unit, but it can 01 
order to be effective to center the parts, the con~posite 30 Course be made in two separate pieces, one [or eacll of 
force must be great enough to overcome any residual 'he chamhers 1'57 and 158. As in th: crse of the center- 
friction inherent in the apparatus, plus the effect of spring ing damper 84, rusber seahng disks ale employed for 
hysteresis. The embodiment of FIG. 13 is required when use in connection with a hyoodermic needle in loading the 
a positive centering arrangement is desired. The embodi- chambers 157 arid 158 V J I ~ ~  hydraulic liquid. The por- 
ment of FIG. 15 is preferred when positive centering is 35 iio'"f d i aphram 156 which forms chamber 153 is pro- 
not required aild it is desired that there be substantially vided with a short backing p:ston 163 held in place 
no breakout force required to move from the centered by screw 164. EacEll& piston I65 is located in a cylin- 
poyition. drical recess 165 in caaing 153 which fo lns  a baclting 
The means for centering and damping the motion about for  Part of the diap'h~agm $56. The left end of 
the pitch pivot axis have just been described. The means 40 recess 165 is c h e d  by a plsie 146. The casing 153 also 
for centering and damping the motion about the yaw pivot collta'"~ a recess 167 wl~:ch prov~des a cyhndiical back- 
axis formed by the pivot member 7 will now be described. ing wail for the portion of diaphrazm 156 that cooperates 
As shown in FIGS. 5 and 11, a centering and damping char?lbcr 157. The left end of casing 153 provides 
construction 134 is attached to the roll mounting plate 46 111: in which the spring 116 is located. The 
by screws 135. The centering damper 134 has an operat- 45 Fenterinz d a n 7 ~ e r  c~3.struc;ion 143 01 FIG. 14 operates 
ing rod 136, Since the centering danlper 134 is attached I" subst2i"t1a1i~ the same KLanileT as the centering damper 
to  the bloclc 46, it will move with the pivot 84 of FIG. 13. @asicaIly the only dlfiel-encc 
7 abost the pivot axis formed by the pivot mem- bet'&'ecn the two ~ ~ ~ c t ~ : r c s  is tllat the chainbers 96 and 
hers and 65. Hov~ever, the arrangement is such that 97 in FIG. 13 are arra;lged coaxla1 and the chambers 
when the handle 5 is moved about the yaw axis fornled and 153 in FIG. 14 are in side by side arrangerneni. 
by pivot rnember 7, the operating rod 136 will be caused The two dlfferen: arrang-n?Cnis are emphyed lo  accom- 
to be moved in and out of the centering pivot construe- "Odate the dl~yerent sh32es of space available for  
tion 134. Such movement of the handle is transmitted ti" particular CelItelliX dampers and the d18erences in 
to the operating rod 136 through a connecting link 137. shape llot any diBerences In operatim. Thus  
The right end of link 137 is connected to  the 55 it '2' be und~rstood those skilled le the art thar \vbell 
rod 136 by means of a pivot bolt 138. ~h~ left end of the handie 5 roched sideways about the roll axis formed 
137 is held by a pivot bolt 139 which interconnects by pivot members 6 ~ 4  and QE, the ccntering damper 
a pair of brackets $40. a h e  brackets 140 are connected 143 vg1ll be rochcd a m u i  the roll asis to cause the con t~o l  
by screws 141 to the legs 58 and 59 of the ~ - ~ h ~ ~ ~ d  yaw rod 144 move n~ ld  o~1t of tile centering damper. 
pivot arm 57. ~h~ centering damper structure 134 is 60 The cenreriW and d a ~ l p l n g  actloo is exactly the same as 
identical to the centering damper structure 84 and oper- "as described in coxneceion with rhc centering damper 
ates to center and dampen the motion about the yaw 84 of FIG. 13. 
pivot axis in exactly the same manner that the centering k t  is sornetiines desirable lo Iccli out the control about 
danper 84 operates to cellter and damp the mo- the yaw axis, and the a ~ r ~ w e m e n t  for accomplishing tl-ris 
tion about the pitch pivot axis. ~h~ centering damper PU'PQSe vvrill now be described. As shown best In FIGS. 4, 
structure 134 is replaceable by the centering damper 5. 16 17 the loch0~1t a r r z n ~ e n l c ~ t  comprises a lock- 
structure 84' in the same way that the centering damper Post 170 rc.tr;ably journlIle3 in the icfa portioli 55 of 
structure 84 is replaceable by the centering damper strut- the ,-iloul;lii?~ Llock 41. A 10~1-kg pin 171 rs carried by 
ture 84'. the post 170. The mounting body portion 55 is provided 
Means for centering and damping the motion around 70  with recesses 172 and 173 in which the pin 171 can 
the pivot axes formed by the pivot members 7 and 8 be received by rctating the post 170 clockw~se as viewed 
have been described, and now the means for centering in FIG. 16. The aims 35 and 59 oS the yaw pivot arln 
and damping the motion about the pivot axis formed structure 57 are provided with slots 174 and 175, respec- 
by the pivot members 6A and 6D will be described. A tively, into v~h;ch the ends of the ~ilvot pin 171 can be 
centering damper structure 143 controls the motion about '7.3 moved as sfiown i n  FIG. 16. I n  o:cfer for- handle 5 to 
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be moved about the yaw axir formed by pivot member 7 7. A controller comprising a support structure and a 
the arms 55 alld 59 of t!te pivot arm structure 57 must handle, a flexural member connected lo  said support 
be free lo  oscillale across the sides 01 the left portion structure, means connecting said handle to said flexural 
55 of the rnountinz blocli $5. Nowever, when the post meniber at a position spaced across said flexural member 
J I ~ @  is turned to Ihe pos;tion showq iil FIG. 16 so that 5 from said support strncture, a bending-responsive mem- 
.the ends tllc 13in 1'11 are engazcd in the slots 174 and ber attached to said flexural member to detect the amount 
175, the yaw pivot arm structure 57 cannot move with of bending of said flexural member in response to move- 
respect to the rnGuating body 44. In this way the con- ment of said handle relative to said support structure, 
trol about the yabv axis can be easily arlcl quickly lockecl a fluid damper comprising rigid wall means forming two 
out. Control the yav4 axis is just as easily and recesses separated by a r igd partition, two movable wall 
qllickly restored by cilEply turnin: the post 470 clack- meails asscciated with said rigid wall means to make each 
as viewed in FIG, 16 until the ends of the pin 171 of said recesses an enclosed variable volume chamber, 
are removed from the Slotb 174 and 175 anil are positioned a restricted passage in said rigid partition interconnecting 
in tile heccsses 172 and 173 in the llloililting body portion said chambers, and means connecting said handle to one 
55. In  order to llold the control post 170 in either of of said movable wal!s lo resist rapid movement of said 
its two extreme roiational poslticnr: it is provided with llandle. 
two flats 176 and 837 arranged at SO" to c'lch other, and 8. A controller as claimed in claim 7 in which said 
an engagement block 178 is pressed against one or  the movable wails are movable along substantially straigl~t 
other of the fiats by means of a s p r i ~ g  179 held in place lines, and said straight lines are coaxial. 
by a cclew 180. 20 9. A controller as claimed in claim 7 in which said 
~ i t h ~ ~ ~ h  speci"i details of  the present inventioll are nlovable !miis are movable alotng substantially straight 
<honn aqd herein, it is to be understood that lines, and said straight lines are off-set from each other. 
motlificaiions may be made therein without departing 1% A controller as claimed in claim 7 in which szid 
fronl the rpirit ai:d scope of the invention as set forth movable malls are movable along substantially straight 
in the appended claims. 2 j  lincs, said straight lines being parallel to each other, 
Having thus described the invention, what is claimed and said movable walls being positioned side by side. 
3s new aqd desired to be secured by Letters Patent is: E l .  A controller as ciaiincd in claim 7 further corn- 
1. A controller comprising a snpport frame and a prising spring means biasing said two movab!e wall means 
handle, first and second pivot members each conprising in opposite directions whereby said movable wall means 
two attachment oectioqs and a flexural member inter- 35 te::d to retlirn to  a centered position when displaced there- 
connecting said att-~chment sectio~zs, said two attachment from. 
sections of said first pivot member being disposed on a 12. A controiler as claimed in claim 7 further conl- 
first pivot axls and said two attachmcnt sections of said prising a spring, and connecting means between said 
second pwot member being disposed on a second pivot spring and said handle for causing said spring to resist 
axis which is perpendicular to said first pivot axis, means 35 all movement of said handle which will cause movement 
rigidly connecting one of said attachment sections of of said cne wall in either direction along said straight 
said first p~vot  member to said frame, means connecting line. 
one of said attachment sections of said second pivot mem- IS. A ~contraller as claimed in claim 12 in which said 
bcr to the other attachment section of said first pivot spring is compressed by movement of said one wall in 
member, and means connecting said handle to the other 40 either direction along said straight line. 
attachment seclion of said second pivot member, one 34. A controiler comprising a support frame and a 
of said attachment sections of said first pivot member handle, foar pivot members each comprising two coaxial 
b c i ~ g  movable relltive to the other of said sections in cylindrical attachment sections and a flexural member 
response to movernent of said handle abont said first interconnecting said attachment sections, means rigidly 
axis, and one of said attachment sections of said second 4 j  connecting one of the attachment sections of two of said 
pivot member being movable relative 10 the other of pivot members to said support franle with said two mem- 
said attachment sections in response to movement of said bers coaxially aligned, a mounting block connected to 
handle about said second pivot axis. the other attachment section of each of said two p ivd  
2. A controller as claimed in claim 1 in which said members, a third one of said pivot members having one 
means connecting said handle to said ~ c o n d  pivot mem- j g  of its attachment sections connected t o  said mounting 
her comprisss a third pivot nlcmber having two attach- block with the axis of said third pivot Inember at right 
ment-sections and a flexural member interconnecting said angles to* the axes of said two pivot members, a first pivot 
attachment sections. arm member connected lo the other attachment section 
3. A controlier PS claimed in ckim 2 in which one of of said third pivot member, said fourth pivot member 
said attachment sections of sand third piriot member is g j  having one of its altachmcnt sections connected to said 
conlzecled lo the other attachment section of said first pivot arm member with the axis of said fourth 
pivot member, and means fornling a pivotal pivot member at right angles to the axes of said third 
between said handle and the other of said and said two pivot members, a second pivot arm con- 
of said third pivot member. nected to the other attachment section of said fourth pivot 
4. A controller as clainlcd in claim 3 further cOmpris- 60 member, and means pivotally connecting said handle to 
iilg friction clutch means resisting rotation Of said said secod~d pivot arm member on a pivot axis which is 
about said pivotal connection. parallel to the axis of said fourth pivot member. 
5. A controller as claimed in claim 4 further corn- 15. A contro!ler as claimed in claim 14 in which said 
prising a strain gage c n  each of said flexural members. first pivot arm member has a rnrtion thereof adjacent 6. A controller comprising a support frame and a 65 said mounting block, a lockout post rotatably journalled 
handle, first, second and third pivot illeans forming first, in said mounting block, a locl;out pin out- 
second and third pivot axes, respectively, said first pivot wardly from said post, a recess in the ,.ide of said mount- 
means being connected to said fmme, said second pivot ing block to receive said pin when said post is turned 
means being connected to said first pivot means, said in one direction, said pin being of length to 
third pivot means being connected lo said second pivot projEci outwardly from said block when said 
means, aad means connecting said handle to said third past is turned from said one direction, and said first 
pivot rnsans for movement about a fourth pillot axis, pivot arnl member haviilg a slot lhercin in which said 
said third and lourth pivot axzi being p:lraliel to each pin ii iecci'veil when saicl poct is turned ironl said one 
other, and said first pivot axis iniei\ectin,o said third pivot dlreciion. 
axis. 7j 16. A controller as claimed in claim 15 further com- 
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prlslng a first fluid damper connected between said first and out of said enlarged recess in said czsiqg. and said 
and second pivot arm members, a second fluid damper abutmcnt sleeves being of too large a diameter to move 
connected between said first pivot arm member and said olit of said enlarged diameter rece~sed in sa-d casirg. 
mounting block, and a third fluid damper connected be- 29. A fluid damper comprising rigid wall 11?elns form- 
tween said mounting block and said support frame. 6 ing two' recesses separated by a rizid part~tica two mov- 
17. A contrd!er as claimed in claim 16 forther corn- able wall means associated with said ligid aa!l means 
prising bending-responsive mernbcrs attachcd lo said flcx- to malie each of said recesses an enciosed val-i,ihle cham- 
ural members to  detect the amount of bending of said ber, a restricted passage interconncctin,o said cbanrb:rs, 
flexural members in rcsponse to movement of said handle. spring means for biasing said movable wal;s toward a 
18. A controller comprising a handle, a mounting menl- 10 centered position, said spring n ~ e a r s  comprising two 
ber, pivot means connected to said mountiiig member, coil springs each urging cae  of sal6 movablc walls into 
attachment means connecting said handle to said pivot its respecthe chamber, an acttlating rod attachcd lo one 
means, said attachment means having a portion thereof of said movabic wall3, an eloagaled shell cu~ro~~iinding 
movable across the side of said mounting member whcn said rod, a coil spring surrounding said rod within said 
said handle is moved about said pivot means, a lock- 15 shell, two abutment slecv'es slidingly mounted along said 
out post rotatably journalled into said niwnting nlem- rod and engaged by opposite end? of said spring, sald 
ber, a l o c k o ~ ~ t  pin projecting outward frorn said post, a cas.ing having an eniarged internal diameter portion in 
recess in the side of said nionnting member t o  receive which said sleeves are received, m e n ~ ~ s  fcrming two en- 
said pin when said post is turned in one direction, said larged diameter shoulders fixed in spaced go-itions along 
pin being of sulciicient length to project o~~ tward ly  from 20 said rod in abutment with said s!eeves, 5a:d shou2ders 
said mounli~lg member when said post is turned from said being of sufficiently small diameter to be ~hPc to move 
o,ne direction, and said attachment means having a slot into and out of said enlarged recess Tn said casing, and 
in the portion thereof which is movable across the side said abutment sleeve? being of too large a diamc:cr 19 
of ?aid mounting member, and said pin bcing receivable move o ~ l t  of said enlarged dianlcter recessed in 
in said slot when said post is turned fro111 said one direc- 25 casing. 
tion. 
19. A spring centering construction comprising an ac- References Cited BPY the Exanliner 
tuating rod, an  elongated shell surrounding said rod, a 
coil spring surrounding said rod within said shell, two 
abutment sleeves slidingly mounted along said rod and 
engaged by oppoeite ends of said spring, said casing 
having an enlarged internal diameter portion in which 
said sleeves are received. means formins two enlarged 
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